Motivation: Software systems predicting automatically whether and how two proteins may interact are highly desirable, both, for understanding biological processes and for rational design of new proteins. As a part of a future complete solution to this problem a bundle of programs is presented designed (1) to estimate initial docking positions for a given pair of docking candidates, (2) to adjust them, and (3) to lter them, thus preparing more detailed computations of free energies. Results: The system is evaluated on a test set of 51 cocrystallized complexes aiming at redocking the subunits. It works completely automatically and the evaluation is performed using one single set of parameters for all complexes in the test set. The number of solutions is xed to 50 positions with a median CPU{time of 26min. For 30 complexes these contain a near{correct solution with RMSD 5.0 A, which is ranked rst in ve cases. For all complexes the best solution is scored on rank 16 as the worst case, and has a median RMSD of 4.3 A. Al-
Introduction
Protein{protein interactions are one of the fundamental processes in living organisms, examples including interactions between receptors and peptide{ or protein{ hormones, enzymes and substrates or inhibitors, antibodies and antigens. Many biologically active proteins occur as multimeric associations, stabilised by protein{ protein interactions between their individual subunits. In natural environment proteins associate spontaneously without external assistance if the free energy of the system of associated proteins and solvent has a lower free energy than the system of individually solvated proteins and solvent. Therefore it should be possible to decide theoretically whether two proteins will associate and if so in which relative position. Up to now, most algorithms devoted to solve this so called \protein docking problem", share four common principles (Cher ls and Janin 1993):
1. They treat the proteins as rigid bodies, thus reducing the problems degrees of freedom to six, although it is known, that proteins docking with each other may adopt their 3d shapes (\induced t"), 2. they rely on the detection of some relevant subsets of surface points potentially constituting the docking site, 3. they match these relevant surface points to obtain potential docking positions, 4. and they use scoring schemes based mainly on the geometrical complementarity of matched molecular surfaces instead of explicitly evaluating free energies.
Systems falling into this class of algorithms include DOCK (Kuntz et al. 1982; Shoichet and Kuntz 1991) , the system of Connolly (1986) detecting critically shaped points, the geometric hashing systems of Norel et al. (1994) and Fischer et al. (1995) , a system computing the critical points in an octree{representation of protein surfaces (Lenhof 1995) , or most recently a system matching possible donors and acceptors in its initial step (Meyer et al. 1996) . The main idea behind the attempt to detect and to match relevant subsets of surface points is to reduce the size of the search space consisting of three parameters for the rotation and three parameters for the translation. Alternatively, either a complete sampling of all rotations and translations has to be performed or heuristic optimisation procedures like simulated annealing have to be applied (e.g. by Cher ls et al. 1991) . Additionally, docking systems di er with respect to the scoring scheme they use. Some employ only coarse criteria like maximising buried surface areas in the absence of steric hindrance (Katchalski-Katzir et al. 1992) , others enhance the scores of good solutions distinguishing between favourable and unfavourable interactions at the contact site of the docked complex (Jiang and Kim 1991; Vakser and A alo 1994) . As a nal step an explicit evaluation of energy contributions can be performed as done by Jackson and Sternberg (1995) using initially estimated docking coordinates computed with the system of Shoichet and Kuntz (1991) . If tested on cocrystallized complexes docking systems exhibit a trade{o between the accuracy of the nal result and the necessary CPU{time. Some systems compute potential solutions with RMSD well below 1.0 A, e.g. the systems of Totrov and Abagyan (1994) and Meyer et al. (1996) . Their drawback are CPU{times of up to 30h for one complex (Totrov and Abagyan 1994). Another approach recovers solutions with RMSD up to 2.3 A decreasing CPU{times to 80min, on average (Lenhof 1995). Obviously another trade{o exists between the number of potential solutions and the minimum RMSD: Norel et al. (1994) end up with 2:1 10 5 solutions among them at least one exists with 1.9 A RMSD (on average) whereas compute only 382 solutions increasing RMSD to 6.4 A. Some authors also tackle the far more di cult problem of docking individual uncomplexed structures (e.g. Shoichet and Kuntz (1991) , Katchalski-Katzir et al. (1992) , and others). Due to the phenomenon of \induced t" diculties result for all rigid body docking schemes, including ours. In the last paragraph possible solutions to the problem of induced t within the framework of our system are outlined.
System overview The overall strategy of the docking system presented in this article conforms to the principles stated above. Its ow chart is shown in Figure 1 . The main steps are 1. the computation of augmented molecular surfaces, 2. their subsequent segmentation into characteristically shaped regions, 3. the pairing of these regions leading to initial estimates of potential docking positions, 4. and the nal adjustment and scoring of docking positions using a vector valued cross correlation.
The segmentation technique computes characteristically shaped regions on the surfaces of individual proteins (convexities, concavities). It is an extension of the method of Lee and Rose (1985) and has been reported in detail elsewhere (Meier et al. 1995) : First the convex hull of the point set is computed, using a program by Barber et al. (1993) . Now, the intrinsic features of the convex hull are exploited to detect convexities and to identify deep concave regions. The main ideas are:
1. A convexity is an area that protrudes from the surrounding surface with the tip lying directly on the facets of the convex hull. 2. A concavity is covered by large facets of the surface of the convex hull.
Region segmentation techniques adopted from image processing are used to implement the algorithm. Typically, approximately 10 convexities and 5 concavities are detected. Among them at least one overlaps approximately 60% with the true contact site of the cocrystallized complex. Therefore, the next step pairs a convexity and concavity from the surfaces of both proteins. To reect saddle type interactions, we also allow pairings of two concavities. For each pair of regions potential docking positions are estimated and these positions are scored subsequently. In the following section the details of position estimation and scoring procedures are discussed.
Algorithmic details
The method of aligned principal components (MAPC) Given a pair of regions R 1 and R 2 from two proteins, initial docking positions have to be estimated under the assumption that these two regions constitute the docking site of a complex. Without loss of generality we always x the rst protein and search for a possible translation vectort and a rotation matrix R to be applied to the second protein. This is done as follows: Each region = 1; 2 is considered to be a set of 3d vectorsx i . As the initial estimate of the translation vectort the di erence between the centroids of both regions is used:
Now, letỹ i be the coordinates of surface points relative to the appropriate centroids
Then, the covariance matrix of the set of 3d surface points of a region is de ned as
Since a covariance matrix is symmetric it has three orthogonal eigenvectors which are called principal components of the region. The principal componentṽ max belonging to the largest eigenvalue of the covariance matrix is directed parallel to the maximal variance of the point set. Orthogonal to this, the principal component v min belonging to the smallest eigenvalue of the covariance matrix is directed along the smallest variance of the region. (4) Thus,k and can be computed, and from this a rotation matrix R is obtained. Fig. 2 There remains an inherent ambiguity in the signs (+ or {) of principal components. Therefore, the MAPC leads to four initially estimated docking positions for each pair of regions corresponding to the four possible combinations of signs of principal components. In the next subsection e cient scoring schemes are presented, well discriminating between the most correct and wrong solutions among these initially estimated docking positions.
Scoring initially estimated docking positions
Since each initially estimated docking position is derived from an unique pair of regions, the following three types of scoring functions are de ned:
1. Pair{independent scoring functions attempt to classify each individual region, whether it possibly can constitute a docking site of the protein.
2. Comparing scoring functions compare the attributes of both regions of a potential pair and try to decide, whether they are complementary.
3. Position{dependent scoring functions evaluate whether a potential docking position, estimated on the basis of a certain pair of regions, is geometrically possible.
Initially estimated docking positions have to pass all three types of lters to be considered further by the vector valued cross correlation (see below). Pair{ independent and comparing scoring functions are based on simple chemical and geometrical attributes. These are the sizes of regions and their mean hydrophobicities, computed using the empirical scale of Wolfenden et al. (1981) . All thresholds applied are listed in Tables 1 { 3. They were determined empirically on the set of 51 cocrystallized complexes listed in the result section, where position{dependent scoring functions in addition depend on the position estimation technique applied. Segmented concavities have larger extent. All areas are within the ranges of known contact sites (Janin and Chothia 1990) . The minimum sum of hydrophobicities of pairs of convexities with concavities is less than the same threshold for pairs of concavities with concavities, thus re ecting the polar interactions of protease{ inhibitor complexes. The position{dependent scoring functions usually show the best discriminative power. Among them the test for steric clash is quite obvious and frequently used also by other docking systems. As others do (Shoichet and Kuntz 1991; Lenhof 1995) for reasons of e ciency we compute the steric clash in discrete, grid{type data structures. Since even in rather coarse grids the test for steric clash is still a time consuming procedure (in our implementation needing approximately 300msec for each initially estimated docking position) beforehand the following model{based scoring function is evaluated, called the \check for aligned centroids (CFAC)". As indicated in Figure 3 , a complementary pair of regions together with a correct position estimation leads to centroids of regions and proteins lying all four approximately on a straight line. In contrast, a wrong estimate leads to a geometrical constellation where the four points do not fall onto a straight line. Computing appropriate vector scalar products the necessary condition for a potential docking position to be a valid constellation can easily be checked.
Tab. 1
Tab. 2
Tab. 3 Vector valued cross correlation
To adjust initially estimated docking positions a vector valued cross correlation is computed within dynamically determined subspaces. This technique combines for the rst time the ideas to use FFT to compute the correlation (KatchalskiKatzir et al. 1992) with the enhancement of scores of good solutions by weighting surface complementarities by hydrophobicities (Vakser and A alo 1994) and partial charges together with the method of Meng et al. (1992) to save CPU{time by sampling protein volumes only in dynamically determined subspaces. These subspaces were called \clipping boxes" (Ackermann, Herrmann, Kummert, Posch, Sagerer, and Schomburg 1995) . They surround the area in 3d space, where the proteins come in contact given the initially estimated docking position. Figure 4 the aim of the cross correlation is to maximise the buried surface area without producing steric hindrance. To this end the cross correlation of the following three pairs of functions is computed. All functions are de ned on a 3d grid with 32 3 or 64 3 grid points, where the size is chosen to obtain a sampling rate below 2 A. Sampling the proteins into the grids each grid point (i; j; k) is labelled with the appropriate function values: The geometry is re ected by the \volume{surface{functions" as they are used already by Katchalski-Katzir et al. (1992) and also by Meyer et al. 
Finally, the pointwise complementarity of opposite partial charges is re ected by cross correlating the pair of \surface charge functions" where q ; = 1; 2, are the partial charges of the atoms of protein :
Q 1 (i; j; k) = q 1 ; (i; j; k) surface protein 1 0; (i; j; k) interior protein 1 Q 2 (i; j; k) = ?q 2 ; (i; j; k) surface protein 2 0; (i; j; k) interior protein 2 (8) The necessary partial charges are taken from Weiner et al. (1984) . To obtain a nal scoring, the three contributing parts have to be weighted adequately. This is done with a convex combination C(i; j; k) = (1 ? ) (1 ? ) (P 1 P 2 )(i; j; k)
The two parameters 2 0; 1] and 2 0; 1] allow for an optimal tuning of the signal. Note, that the special case = = 0 results in the original geometric cross correlation of Katchalski-Katzir et al. (1992) . The initial estimation of docking positions was designed to avoid the time consuming blind sampling of rotations using the cross correlation. To compare our implementation with the original work of Katchalski-Katzir et al. (1992) we nevertheless tested a global search of rotational parameters. In this case, a sampling of the whole proteins with 128 3 grid points was used.
Implementation and results
The complete system consists of four programs, all written in C++. Two of them are usually used o line, computing the augmented surfaces and segmenting these surfaces. They are discussed in detail elsewhere (Ackermann 1997) . As indicated in Figure 1 the third program pairs the segmented regions. It applies the scoring functions, predicts potential docking positions for each valid pair of regions, and nally sorts them according to the CFAC. The sorted list of potential docking positions is pruned, where the number of retained potential solutions is a parameter to be speci ed by the user. In Table 4 all 51 cocrystallized complexes included in the experiments are listed. As requested in Norel et al. (1995) all tests are carried out \with a single set of parameters, without any further tuning whatsoever"! For each complex 2442 potential solutions are hypothesized (median) the most correct one having 8.5 A RMSD to the experimentally determined position (median). This solution is placed on rank 20 (median). Therefore as a cut{o for all 51 complexes the 25 highest scoring docking positions are retained as initial estimates. For each complex these 25 solutions are fed into the program computing the vector{valued cross correlation. It tries to adjust each of them, optimizing the score C(i; j; k) of the vector valued cross correlation (see Equation 9 ). For each initial docking position two adjusted positions with maximum score C(i; j; k) are retained, thus leading to a xed number of 25 2 = 50 potential docking positions for each complex. These nal 50 solutions are ranked according to C(i; j; k). In Table  4 nal ranks and RMSD{values of the best solution for each of the 51 complexes are listed. Among the 50 solutions the most correct one has 4.3 A RMSD (median). This best solution is placed on rank 5 (median), worst case is rank 16 (complex 4XIA). In 30 out of 51 complexes at least one near{correct solution with RMSD 5.0 A is computed. Five top{ranked solutions exhibit RMSD 5.0 A (complexes 1MVPA{1MVPB, 2PTCE{2PTCI, 2TSCA{2TSCI, 3TPIZ{3TPII, and 5HVPA{5HVPB). The worst position estimations are those of complexes 2MCG, 3RUB and 6ADH (RMSD 18.6 A, 17.8 A and 14.4 A). During the development of the system the weights of the convex combination of contributions to the cross correlation were varied systematically. As shown in Figure 5 the optimal result is only achieved, if both the hydrophobicity component (H 1 H 2 )(i; j; k) and the surface charge component (Q 1 Q 2 )(i; j; k) are taken into account. The optimal set of weight parameters is opt = 0:2 and opt = 0:5. The median total CPU{times is 25.7min Table 4 . All other complexes consist of two clearly distinct chains, e.g. proteinase{inhibitor complexes (2SNIE: 275 AAs, 2SNII: 83 AAs) or complexes of an antibody with an antigen (1FDLH+1FDHLL: 432 AAs, 1FDLY: 129 AAs). It is obvious that the system behaves better on this rest class: For those 22 complexes a median of 2.7 A RMSD is achieved, where the median for the 29 complexes of the dimeric class is 5.1 A. This is mainly due to saddle type interactions and to complexes where the true contact site, i.e. the buried surface area in the cocrystallized complex, can be decomposed in two spatially disconnected components. This geometric situation is mainly observed at the interface of the light and heavy chains of antibodies (4FAB, 1FAIH, 1FDLH docked against 1FDLL etc.). Tab. 4 As stated above more precise docking positions can be obtained with global sampling of the complete rotational parameter space. For appropriate parameter sets, this results in a top{ranked solution with RMSD 3.0 A for all 51 complexes. Examples of RMSD and total computation time include 1CHO (0.56 A, 11.4h), 1MCP (1.50 A, 12.4h), 2PTC (2.56 A, 11.7h), 4FAB (1.78 A, 10.6h), and 6ADH (0.84 A, 13.0h). The docked subunits are as given in Table 4 . For this global sampling = = 0 may be chosen for optimal results yielding purely geometrical correlation of protein surfaces.
Discussion
The results reported in the previous section show the docking system to compare well to other systems on cocrystallized complexes. For example, in Norel et al. (1994) the best solution for each of the 16 considered complexes has RMSD below 5 A, with median computation time of 45min. However, this best solution is ranked 160 (median) and is scored on rank 1:4 10 5 in the worst case. On the other hand, (Meyer et al. 1996) report a median RMSD of 0.8 A for 45 complexes, which is placed on rank 1 for 41 complexes. The computation time for the initial estimate of potential docking position is 20min, where no timing requirements for the subsequent correlation are given. As a third example, (Lenhof 1995) redocks 52 cocrystallized complexes where the best solution is top{ranked with RMSD 5.0 A for 41 complexes. The median RMSD for the best solution is 1.9 A which is ranked rst for 42 complexes and on rank 290 at the worst case, where one of the 52 complexes could not be docked at all. Mean computation time is 80min with 1163min as the worst case. These are the best results out of three di erent experiments with varying parameter sets. Our system recovers original relative positions of two proteins with reasonable accuracy on a test set that has been systematically obtained by joining the test sets of three independent previous publications. The accuracy on a subset of test complexes called \dimeric class of complexes" consisting of two nearly homologous chains is worse than the accuracy on the rest class. However, it should be noted, that this rest class contains the test complexes most important for a possible application of the system (enzyme{inhibitor complexes, antibody{ antigen complexes). We feel, that the typical member of the \dimeric class" | despite its use in all three publications (e.g. 2MHB) | is rather an \academic docking problem" in comparison. A main feature of the presented system distinguishing it from previous approaches is its strictly bounded complexity: Sizes of solution space are restricted through all stages of the computation and the most correct solutions are ranked in the top of the list of estimated solutions. As a consequence a xed number of hypothetical solutions is obtained and the CPU{times of the system lower the CPU{times of most previous approaches, both on average and in worst case. This is also due to the incorporation of spatially restricted grid sampling techniques in our system. Since we observe that lattice constants in 3d grid may not exceed a typical atom radius to make the cross correlation technique working, this method of dynamically determined subspaces is superior to the attempt to reduce the complexity of the cross correlation by the use of low resolution grids (Vakser 1995) . Estimation of positions and their scoring are the two main tasks of a docking system (Cher ls and Janin 1993). As in other systems these tasks can be identi ed with two stages of the computation, where the rst one generates a set of possible solutions which are subsequently scored. We can clearly demonstrate, that scoring functions exist, sorting e ciently and reliably the predicted possible solutions | provided the most correct hypothetical solution has low enough RMSD to the correct position. Indeed, if the initial position estimation by the MAPC is replaced by a global sampling of relative orientations the cross correlation technique leads to practically perfect results with RMSD of top{ranked solutions 3.0 A for all 51 complexes. This has already be shown in the original paper of Katchalski-Katzir et al. (1992) , it is reproduced impressively by Meyer et al. (1996) and we also can use our system in this way. One even does not need the vector valued cross correlation, the geometrical component alone will do. The only but crucial drawback of this brute force approach is its complexity: Already a step size of only 10 in each Eulerian angle produces approximately 23,000 nonequivalent orientations exceeding the number of initially estimated positions by the MAPC by a factor 10. We see the rigid body docking as the \ rst step in addressing the more general ( exible) problem" (Norel et al. 1995) . In this paper, neither the docking of exible proteins nor the problem to dock individually crystallized subunits with a rigid body algorithm are addressed. Nevertheless, some of the most characteristic features of our system should t well into a exible docking scheme. First, the segmentation is stable on families of structurally similar proteins in the following sense (Biermann et al. 1996) : As an example take the pancreatic trypsin inhibitor 2PTCI. In the database of families of structurally similar proteins (FSSP Ver. 01-May-1997 , Holm et al. 1992 this protein, which is part of a complex, is member of the family indexed 1bpi. The representative protein 1BPI of this family is an individually crystallized inhibitor. If the regions segmented on the surfaces of 2PTCI and 1BPI are mapped onto each other using the transformation parameters from the FSSP, on the surface from 1BPI a region exists, nearly identical to the region exhibiting the largest overlap with the true contact site of the cocrystallized complex 2PTC. Therefore the starting point of our algorithm | the segmentation of characteristically shaped regions and their subsequent pairing | would lead to nearly identical results, both, for the cocrystallized inhibitor and for its individually crystallized relative. Second, the clipping box computed to restrict the complexity of the search space during the computation of the vector valued cross correlation could also serve to restrict the number of additional degrees of freedom, that have to be considered for a exible docking scheme. Interpreting our comparatively successful docking of trypsins and chymotrypsins with trypsin inhibitors (complexes 1CHOE{1CHOI, 1TGSZ{1TGSI, 2PTCE{ 2PTCI, 2TGPZ{2TGPI, 3TPIZ{3TPII, and 4TPIZ{ 4TPII), known to be di cult due to the presence of \false positives" (Shoichet and Kuntz 1991; Cher ls and Janin 1993) , again it should be kept in mind, that we started with the complexed structures. Beside this, in 4 out of these 6 complexes the top{ranked solution is a \false positive" one (with RMSD > 5.0 A) in our docking algorithm, too. The hydrophobic component and the surface charge component of the vector valued cross correlation mainly play the role to distinguish near correct (but still geometrically not completely perfect complementary) solutions from essentially wrong ones. Whereas on one hand it is trivial that additional information should lead to improved results, our observation proves, that an early incorporation of simple chemical lters can e ciently restrict the search space, thus facilitating more sophisticated energy evaluations. This is in perfect agreement with the results of Meyer et al. (1996) , also indicating that chemical lters very successfully can be applied before tests for geometrical complementarity are performed. As pointed out in the previous section, all results presented in this paper are obtained with one single and uni ed set of parameters for all complexes in the test set. On one hand this demonstrates the robustness of the system and its algorithms. This corresponds to the \pattern recognition point of view" to the docking problem: The rigid docking problem is formally equivalent to common machine vision and 3d object recognition problems (Norel et al. 1994) , and on a given test set the recognition accuracy of any pattern recognition system can trivially be enhanced just by increasing the number of free parameters. On the other hand, from a biological point of view, interfaces between proteins of di erent types of complexes are di erent both in geometrical types of interaction and in chemical features (Janin and Chothia 1990) . One therefore could think of an extended version of the system presented so far, where a parameter set is chosen automatically depending on the types of proteins to be docked. It is expected, that an individual optimisation of the relative weights and in the convex combination of contributions to the vector valued cross correlation (Equation 9) leads to di erent settings opt and opt on di erent protein pairs thus further improving the overall results. present an early approach to this, and our future work will be directed this way. Table 3 : Position{dependent scoring functions for initially estimated docking positions rely on the thresholds listed above. A relative docking position has to be computed before they can be applied. As with the other scoring functions, the values of the attributes have to fall into the respective intervals, for a potential docking position to be classi ed as valid. Otherwise it is discarded. CFAC{cosine is the mean of normed scalar products of the relative region centroid vectors with the vector between the protein centroids (cf. Figure 3) . Theoretically possible values range from {1.0 to 1.0. The steric clash is computed by counting grid points occupied by atoms of both proteins, given the estimated docking position. Each complex is sampled in a 3d regular grid with lattice constant 1.5 A. 2KAIA+2KAIB) or to test di erent combinations. Columns 5 and 6 list the results of the initial position estimation, columns 8 and 9 the nal results. Column 7 notes the CPU{times necessary for the initial position estimation and scoring, column 10 the CPU{time for the cross correlation. The last column lists the total CPU{time including position estimation, scoring, and cross correlation. Times are given in sec and measured on a DEC 3000 AXP 300. Columns \rank" note the rank of the solution with minimum RMSD. Columns \RMSD" note the corresponding root mean square deviation in A. The number of nal solutions is xed: For each of the 25 initially estimated docking position the two higest scoring adjusted positions are taking thus resulting in a nal number of 50 positions for each complex. Chain{id's printed boldface indicate members of the so called \dimeric class" of complexes consisting of two nearly homologous chains. This class contains 29 complexes. All 22 other complexes are collected in the rest class. In ve cases the top{scored solution exhibits RMSD 5.0 A: 1MVPA{1MVPB, 2PTCE{2PTCI, 2TSCA{2TSCI, 3TPIZ{3TPII, and 5HVPA{5HVPB.
